PRIVACY POLICY

PERSONAL DATA CONTROLLER

Personal data controller is a company or a person («We», «Us», «Our», «Licensor», «Owners» (owners of the App, copyright holders), «Company») as stated in the App Store for the App (Service) you are using.

WHAT PERSONAL INFORMATION WE COLLECT

We may collect various Personal Information, which you may provide to us voluntarily, including your gender, age, height, weight, your fitness targets, information about your physical activity, geolocation, email address, links to your social networks profiles.
We collect some information automatically. This information includes device identifiers, IP address, browser type, language, operating system, date/time stamp, advertising IDs.
We DO NOT collect any Personal Information that uniquely identifies your identity, unless you have not provided such information to us directly. We DO NOT collect any information about your billing data, bank card, etc.

HOW WE USE YOUR PERSONAL INFORMATION

We use your Personal Information to provide our Service. Please notice that any fitness data, which is provided via our Service, is provided for information purposes only. For more information, please, check the EULA for the Service.
We may also use your Personal Information for analytics, crashes and bugs detection, marketing, improvement of the Service.
We may share or transfer your Personal Information to third parties that help us to run the Service or its parts. Currently, these third parties are Apple, Google (Google Firebase) and Facebook.

AGE LIMITATION

Our Service is designed for people over 16 years old. We are doing our best to not collect, store, process (etc.) any Personal Information of people, whose age is below 16 years old. If We detect such data, then We remove it from our storage permanently and we do it as soon as possible. Contact Us, if you believe that anyone below 16 years old has provided Us Personal Information, and we will delete it.
However, such information may be also collected, stored, processed (etc.) by Third Parties. In that case, please, contact them directly.

**CHANGES TO THIS PRIVACY POLICY**

We have the right to update this Privacy Policy anytime We need it, without any notification. You shall regularly check the Privacy Policy for new updates using the App or the provided link with the Privacy Policy. If you do not agree with updated Privacy Policy, you should stop using the Service, delete the App from your mobile device and contact Us, in order to delete all your Personal Information from our storage.

**CONTACT US**

Privacy Policy: http://aeroapps.co/privacy.html
Terms of Use: http://aeroapps.co/terms.html
Feel free to contact us: aeroappsco@gmail.com